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Natural Rubber Market Review 
 

August 
 
Extending from the previous month’s mixed trend, 
the rubber market in August ruled in quiet 
conditions as consumers’ interest was poor owing 
to worries on China’s economy, further decline in 
crude oil prices, the ringgit’s depreciation against 
the US dollar and a weaker performance of 
regional rubber futures markets. Compared with 
those on 31 July 2015, the price of SMR 20 
increased by 6.50 sen/kg or 1.2% to close at 
533.50 sen/kg while latex concentrate closed at 
415.50 sen/kg, decreased by 11.50 sen/kg or 
2.7%. The price movements of selected grades of 
rubber in August 2015 are shown in Table 1.  
 
During the first trading week, the rubber market 
saw a mixed trend. The downtrend was caused 
by growing concerns over the demand from 
China upon the release of a weak factory data. 
The negative sentiment was also fuelled by the 
report that economic headwinds facing Chinese 
manufacturers intensified at the previous month 
with conditions deteriorating to their weakest level 
in two years, and that Euro Zone factories largely 
shrugged off Greece's brush with bankruptcy. 

However, the uptrend was supported by a 
weakening of the ringgit against US dollar, which 
helped to curb further falls. The uptrend was also 
in tandem with other commodities’ prices which 
had offset the worries over slowing Chinese 
demand.  

 
During the second trading week, the uptrend was 
contributed by the performance of Tokyo 
Commodity Exchange (TOCOM) rubber futures 
prices resulting from stronger Shanghai futures 
and Chinese equities. The market responded 
positively over a report that the U.S. retail sales 
rebounded in July as households boosted 
purchases of automobiles and a range of other 
goods, suggesting that the economy was growing 
solidly early in the third quarter. Nevertheless, the 
gains were capped by worries over devaluation of 
renminbi by China’s central bank, reflecting the 
republic’s economic slowdown. On 11 August 
2015, the Chinese Government announced a 
surprise devaluation of renminbi against the US 
dollar. The currency weakened to 6.2298 per US 
dollar on the said date. Such devaluation had 
caused other Asian currencies to suffer and 
pushed the ringgit down further.  

 
Generally, easier conditions set in during the third 
trading week as consumers’ interest was poor, in 

 

Table 1: Prices of SMR CV, SMR 20 and Latex Concentrate, August 2015 

Note: * Official price of latex concentrate in bulk, 60% DRC 
Source: Malaysian Rubber Board 

 SMR CV SMR 20 Latex Concentrate 

 sen/kg RM/tonne sen/kg RM/tonne sen/kg RM/tonne 

Highest 732.00 7,320.00 536.00 5,360.00 423.00 4,230.00 

Lowest 715.00 7,150.00 503.00 5,030.00 412.50 4,125.00 

Average 722.75 7,227.50 522.98 5,229.80 417.53 4,175.30 

Change from the last 
day of the previous 
month 

-10.00 -100.00 
 

6.50 65.00 -11.50 -115.00 
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SMR 20 and Latex ( in Bulk,60% DRC) Noon Prices 
2 September 2014 - 28 August 2015 

MRB Daily Noon Prices, August 2015 
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addition to the downtrend in the regional rubber 
futures markets.  The negative sentiment also 
brought by worries over devaluation of China 
currency and a further decline in crude oil prices. 
It was also reported that automotive sales in 
China fell by 7.1% in July 2015 from a year earlier 
to 1.5 million vehicles, a biggest decline since 
February 2013. However, at the end of the week, 
the market slightly rebounded on a further 
weakening of the ringgit and a recovery of the 
crude oil prices.  

 
Prices continued to fall during the beginning of 
fourth trading week as there was still no interest 
from consumers. In the absence of demand, the 
local market drifted along with the bearish trend 
in the Tokyo rubber futures market. Towards the 
end of the week, SMR 20 price recovered slightly 
in line with an uptrend in TOCOM and the rise of 
global oil prices. 

 

Outlook  
 
The Kuala Lumpur rubber market is expected to 
be quiet following the wait-and-see attitude of its 
operators. Traders are now keeping their eyes on 
external factors like the performance of other 
regional markets, crude oil prices, currency 
movements and the latest development in 
China’s economy. 
 

 

News  Briefs 

 
EIU's monthly rubber outlook  
 
Growth in natural rubber consumption started to 
slow in the second half of 2014 and was virtually 
unchanged in year-on-year terms in the first 
quarter of this year, according to the International 
Rubber Study Group (IRSG). Global economic 
growth was also weak in January-March. The 
Economist Intelligence Unit expects growth in 
rubber usage to pick up later in the year in 
tandem with a rebound in economic activity in 
some of rubber's important markets including 
India, the USA and South-east Asia. However, 
the lacklustre growth in the first quarter means 
that we still expect global growth in natural rubber 
usage to slow to 2.5% this year, down from 6.8% 
in 2014. We continue to expect somewhat 
stronger consumption growth of 3.2% in 2016. 
 
- Economist Intelligence Unit – ViewsWire, 1 Aug 

Growth in Chinese demand will slow-EIU’s 
monthly rubber outlook 
 
Growth in China's natural rubber consumption 
slowed sharply to 2.2% year-on-year in the first 
quarter of this year. Yet this was not surprising, 
given the slowdown in the Chinese economy at 
that time, and the fact that the weakness was 
particularly evident in fixed-asset investment and 
industrial output. We continue to forecast that 
China's usage will grow by three per cent this 
year, underpinned by looser monetary conditions 
and targeted fiscal stimulus. Demand will also be 
sustained by ongoing growth in vehicle 
production and sales (tyres account for about 
70% of total natural rubber usage), although the 
latest data show persistent weakness in vehicle 
production in May. 
 
- Economist Intelligence Unit – ViewsWire, 1 Aug 

 
Strong growth in car sales should bolster US 
rubber demand- EIU's monthly rubber outlook  
 
After a strong start to the year, the US rubber 
consumption rose by a modest 2.1% in 2014, 
curbed by some drawdown of inventory later in 
the year. Economic activity faltered in the first 
quarter of this year, but this was largely owing to 
weather-related disruption to activity. Rubber 
usage was also weaker, contracting by 0.3% year
-on-year. However, data on vehicle sales suggest 
a rebound in the second quarter. US automotive 
sales surged to 17.79 million in May, the highest 
seasonally adjusted annual rate since July 2005, 
when government incentives boosted sales. 
Sales in the first five months of the year grew by 
5.5% year-on-year. This is a key factor in our 
expectation that the US rubber consumption will 
recover over the remainder of this year and will 
still grow by 1.5%, despite the weak first quarter.  
 
- Economist Intelligence Unit – ViewsWire, 1 Aug 

 
Oversupply likely to plague Vietnam's rubber 
industry  
 
With supply forecast to outstrip demand in the 
global market, Vietnam’s rubber industry is 
expected to have a difficult time over the next few 
years, according to the Vietnam Rubber 
Association (VRA). Speaking on the sidelines of 
its fourth congress held in Ho Chi Minh City on 31 
July, Tran Ngoc Thuan, Chairman of the 
association, said the country exported more than 
1 million tonnes of natural rubber, valued at US$ 
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1.78 billion last year, a year-on-year decrease of 
0.7 per cent in volume and 28.4% in value. 
 
"The country exports more than 80% of its raw 
rubber output. We have suggested the 
Government and the Ministry of Agriculture and 
Rural Development should take measures to 
reduce it to 50% by 2020.” 
 

- Vietnam News Agency Bulletin, 3 Aug 
 
 
Tyre joint venture finds tread 
 
A major Thai-Chinese joint venture is expected to 
start work soon on car tyre production, targeting 
10 million units a year for exports mainly to the 
US and EU. Sentury Tire (Thailand) is located in 
an industrial estate in Rayong province, 80% 
owned by Qingdao Sentury Tire, a leading 
Chinese tyre maker. Although the rubber industry 
has been in the doldrums the past few years with 
rubber prices falling by half from a record high of 
nearly 200 baht per kilogramme in 2011 to 
around 50 baht per kilogramme now, Luckchai 
Kittipol, the company’s chief executive, said that 
his company would buck the trend by investing 
more in Thai farmers.  

- Bangkok Post, 3 Aug 
 
Oil falls to 6-month lows 
 
Oil sank to six-month lows on 3 August 2015 as 
sluggish data out of the US and China, and bets 
for weaker petrol consumption after tearaway 
demand earlier in the summer, deepened losses 
in benchmark crude contracts. Evidence of 
growing global oversupply and a stock market 
collapse in China, the world's largest energy 
consumer have weighed on oil for weeks, leading 
in July to US crude futures' largest monthly 
decline since the 2008 financial crisis. The supply 
glut aside, traders pinned the latest losses on 
sluggish US and Chinese data. The US 
consumer spending advanced at its slowest pace 
in four months in June as demand for motor 
vehicles softened. Growth in Chinese 
manufacturing activity, meanwhile, unexpectedly 
stalled in July as demand at home and abroad 
weakened.  
 

- The Sun, 4 Aug 
 
 
 

Oil price, GDP expected to prop up ringgit in 
Q4 
 
The weak ringgit will not deteriorate further but 
instead strengthen in the fourth quarter on 
anticipation of crude oil price bottoming out at the 
current US$50 (RM194) per barrel level and 
better economic data. Economist, Dr. Yeah Kim 
Leng said this, however, has to be supported by 
improved sentiment in the domestic market, 
which is currently shrouded in negative 
perceptions and speculative news. "We are 
anticipating that the oil price will stabilise in the 
fourth quarter. This will help to lift the ringgit 
provided that there is no further deterioration in 
both domestic and global situations," he told 
Business Times.  

- New Straits Times, 6 Aug 
 
Malaysian Rubber Export Promotion Council 
highlighted on award winning series  
 
A popular business TV programme devotes its 
latest episode to a non-profit organization 
working to promote rubber from Malaysia as a 
critical product in the modern medical world and 
other industries. The host of Corporate Review, 
Jackie Bales, interviews the Director of the 
Malaysian Rubber Export Promotion Council 
(MREPC-USA), Dr. Esah Yip. Dr. Yip describes 
the MREPC as a joint project between the 
Malaysian Government and the nation’s rubber 
industry to help establish Malaysia as the premier 
exporter of rubber and rubber products 
worldwide.  
 

- M2 Presswire, 6 Aug 
 
 
China promotes dandelion rubber 
development  
 
The Dandelion Rubber Industrial Technology 
Innovation Strategic Alliance, initiated by 
Shandong Linglong Tire Co., Ltd. and the Beijing 
University of Chemical Technology (BUCT), was 
inaugurated at BUCT on 13 May 2015. The 
alliance was formed with the aim to accelerate 
the industrialization and commercialization of the 
dandelion-to-natural rubber business in China. It 
aims to create a new landscape in China’s 
natural rubber industry by complementing the 
existing industry integrated with the new 
business. China consumes more than 4 million 
tonnes of natural rubber per year, but itself only 
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produces around 800 000 tonnes, relying on 
imports for 80% of its needs due to climatic 
reasons. 
 

- China Chemical Reporter, 6 Aug 
 
 
ITRC urges Vietnam to join Association to 
deal with global price falls 
 
The International Tripartite Rubber Council 
(ITRC), which consists of Thailand, Malaysia and 
Indonesia, has urged Vietnam to join the council 
in a bid to prevent further falling of rubber export 
prices in the global market. According to the 
website of the International Rubber Consortium 
(IRCo), the operational arm of the ITRC, the Thai 
and Vietnamese agriculture ministers met on 23 
July 2015 to discuss rubber production and 
Vietnam’s membership of ITRC. Vietnam’s 
Minister of Agriculture and Rural Development, 
Cao Duc Phat and his Thai counterpart, Petipong 
Pungbun Na Ayudhya met two weeks earlier and 
discussed sustainable natural rubber production, 
cooperation and collaboration between Vietnam 
and the ITRC, said IRCo. Vietnam has already 
agreed to cooperate with Thailand, Indonesia and 
Malaysia under the ITRC umbrella. 
 

- Vietnam News Brief Service, 10 Aug 
 
China devalues yuan nearly 2% for economic 
boost  
 
China's central bank devalued its yuan currency 
by nearly two per cent against the US dollar, as 
authorities seek to push market reforms and 
bolster the world's second-largest economy. A 
cheaper yuan will make Chinese exports cheaper 
potentially boosting overseas sales, among the 
main drivers of growth during the nation's 
remarkable rise over the past three decades, but 
which have recently shown signs of weakening. 
The surprise move marked the biggest drop since 
China reformed its currency system in 2005 by 
unpegging the yuan -- also known as the 
renminbi (RMB) -- from the greenback. 
 

- Agence France Presse, 11 Aug 
 
LGM to commercialise ekoprena-based tyres 
in 2 years  
 
The Malaysian Rubber Board (LGM) plans to 
commercialise its eco-friendly retread tyres based 

on Ekoprena in two years' time. Its Chairman, 
Datuk Ahmad Hamzah said that the tyres which 
use Ekoprena, a form of epoxidised natural 
rubber (NR), would be suitable for vehicles as it 
has lower rolling resistance that enhances fuel 
efficiency and improves wet grip for safety. "The 
production cost of this tyre, which uses green 
materials and natural renewable resources, is 
only about one-third of the synthetic rubber tyres 
produced using petroleum source. "At the same 
time, we hope that with the enhanced usage of 
NR for this product, it would help the smallholders 
to gain better income in the future," he told 
reporters at the signing of a memorandum of 
agreement (MoA) between LGM and Prasarana 
Malaysia Bhd to undertake research on the eco-
friendly green retread tyres based on Ekoprena. 
 

- Bernama Daily Malaysian News, 14 Aug 
 
'Indian Government needs to regulate rubber 
import to help local growers'  
 
An Indian Parliamentary panel asked the 
government to regulate imports of natural rubber 
to protect domestic growers and arrest steep fall 
in prices, reported Press Trust of India (PTI). It 
also said that the imports should be need-based 
and the quantum of imports may be determined 
on the basis of the gap between the domestic 
production and consumption. 
 
"Regulate imports of natural rubber during the 
peak season through designated ports for 
ensuring quality check and preventing pressure 
on domestic rubber price," a Rajya Sabha release 
said. This is the 119th report on rubber industry in 
India by the Department Related Parliamentary 
Standing Committee on Commerce. "Steep 
decline in the price of natural rubber since last 
year calls for an immediate intervention to arrest 
further price drop and unless the necessary 
measures are taken, there is a possibility of 
growers shifting to other crops," it added. 
 

- Dion News Service, 14 Aug 
 
Vietnam’s central province to expand rubber 
plantation area to over 30,400 hectares 
 
On 13 August 2015, Quang Nam Provincial 
People’s Committee informed that the province 
has ratifying plan on forest protection and 
development in the province in 2011-2020 period. 
Accordingly, the province will develop rubber 
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trees from 29,534 hectares to 30,428 hectares. 
To effectively implement the plan, the Provincial 
People’s Committee assigns the Provincial 
Department of Agriculture and Rural 
Development to guide the implementation to 
localities. 

- Vietnam News Summary, 15 Aug 
 
Cambodia's rubber exports up 47 pct in 1st 
half of 2015 
 
Cambodia exported 61,969 tonnes of dry rubber 
in the first six months of 2015, an increase of 
47% from 42,189 tonnes over the same period 
last year, the figures of the Ministry of Commerce 
showed. During the January-June period this 
year, the Southeast Asian country earned a gross 
revenue of US$84.2 million from the export of dry 
rubber, up by 12% from US$75 million over the 
same period last year, the figures said. 
 
A tonne of the best quality rubber goes for about 
US$1,533 on the international market, down 17% 
from US$1,848 at this time last year. Rubber has 
been sold to Malaysia, Vietnam, China, South 
Korea, and European countries. According to the 
Ministry of Agriculture, by 2014, Cambodia has 
planted rubber trees on the area of around 
357,809 hectares. 

 
- Xinhua News Agency, 17 Aug 

 
Cooper tests tyres derived from guayule  
 
Cooper Tire and Rubber Co. has just wrapped up 
its first track demonstration of tyres made in part 
with rubber derived from guayule, an important 
step in the company's quest to build commercially 
viable tyres from the desert shrub. Guayule is 
native to the U.S. Southwest and Mexico and has 
long been known as a potential source of 
domestic-grown rubber alternative, though 
developing it has been challenging. 
 
Cooper has not yet been able to wholly replace 
natural rubber in tyres, but officials said they have 
made tyres that use 100% guayule in a number 
of individual components. "It's a big milestone to 
have built these tyres with multiple guayule 
components, and to be able to produce enough 
of those to actually be able to do a ride and 
drive," company spokesman Anne Roman said. 
 

- The Blade (Tribune Content Agency), 20 Aug 
 

Natural rubber market consumption growing 
largely driven by continuous expansion of 
global tyre industry 
 
Global and China Natural Rubber Market Report 
2014-2018 says that though output of world's 
natural rubber fell in 2014, consumption saw a 
year-on-year growth of 6.8% to 12.16 million 
tonnes, destocking 89 kt, primarily due to the 
push from global tyre market. Global natural 
rubber market (consumer) is primarily 
concentrated in China, India, Europe, Japan, etc. 
China is the world's largest consumer of natural 
rubber, guzzling 4,760 kt in 2014, representing a 
year-on-year rise of 13.1%, making up 39.1% of 
the world's total consumption. Pulled by the 
demand from automobile and tyre industries in 
China, natural rubber consumption will continue 
to grow and is expected to reach 6,791 kt by 
2018. 
 

- PR Newswire Europe, 25 Aug 
 
China Tyre Export Research Report 2015  
  
In 2014, China exported 5.02 million tonnes of 
tyres with a year-on-year growth of 18.01% and 
brought in an export value of US$14.6 billion with 
a year-on-year growth of 1.76%, average unit 
price being US$2,899 per tonne which decreased 
to 10.38% year-on-year. Influenced by the 
continuous decline in the global price of natural 
rubber in recent years, costs of tyre production 
have decreased too, leading to a decline in 
average unit price. 
 
Chinese tyres are exported to 212 countries and 
regions, among of which the US is the largest 
export market. In 2014, China exported 1.2 
million tonnes of tyres (a 23.96% of the total 
volume) to the US with a year-on-year growth of 
18.01% and brought in an export value of 
US$3.565 billion (a 24.46% of the total value) 
with a year-on-year growth of 6.30%, average 
unit price being US$2,899 per tonne which 
decreased 10.38% year-on-year. 
 

- India Automobile News, 28 Aug 
 

Sources: New Straits Times, The Sun, 

www.factiva.com  
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Source: Department of Statistics (DOS) 
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